Attachment 6: National Dislocated Worker Grants

I. Introduction

This attachment describes the program specific details of the performance accountability guidance for National Dislocated Worker Grants (DWG). Please note that the Department of Labor (Department, or DOL) has made a concerted effort to align the performance accountability guidance of its various workforce programs. DWG program grantees are required to report in accordance the performance reporting requirements established under Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) section 116. This attachment describes the DWG program’s performance accountability measures in alignment with the WIOA measures, and also highlights areas where the DWG program differs from the shared DOL performance guidance described in the main body and appendices of this guidance letter. Note that references in this attachment to section numbers refer readers to the main body of the Training and Employment Guidance Letter (TEGL).

DWG performance outcomes are established using data collected through the WIOA DOL Participant Individual Record Layout (PIRL). All grantees are required to collect participant level data identified in the DOL-only PIRL. This guidance will also highlight some of the specific PIRL data elements required for DWG.

II. Differences from Shared Guidance

The performance reporting requirements for DWG grantees are closely aligned with the performance reporting requirements for DOL-administered WIOA core programs, including the WIOA title I Dislocated Worker program. This section describes that alignment and provides instructions specific to the DWG program.

1. Primary Indicators of Performance

WIOA Section 116(b)(2)(A) establishes six primary indicators of performance. These performance indicators apply to DWG grantees as described below.

   A. Employment Rate – 2nd Quarter After Exit: The percentage of participants who are in unsubsidized employment during the second quarter after exit from the program.

      The DWG program applies this indicator as it is described in Appendix I to this guidance, with the operating parameters and methodology described there.

   B. Employment Rate – 4th Quarter After Exit: The percentage of participants who are in unsubsidized employment during the fourth quarter after exit from the program.

      The DWG program applies this indicator as it is described in Appendix I to this guidance, with the operating parameters and methodology described there.

   C. Median Earnings – 2nd Quarter After Exit: The median earnings of participants who are in unsubsidized employment during the second quarter after exit from the program.
The DWG program applies this indicator as it is described in Appendix I to this guidance, with the operating parameters and methodology described there.

D. **Credential Attainment**: The percentage of those participants enrolled in an education or training program (excluding those in on-the-job training (OJT) and customized training) who attain a recognized postsecondary credential or a secondary school diploma, or its recognized equivalent, during participation in or within one year after exit from the program.

A participant who has attained a secondary school diploma or its recognized equivalent is included in the percentage only if the participant also is employed or is enrolled in an education or training program leading to a recognized postsecondary credential within one year after exit from the program.

In alignment with the WIOA title I Adult and Dislocated Worker programs, DWG participants who receive OJT or customized training are not included in the credential attainment indicator for performance accountability purposes, but must be included in the calculation of the other performance indicators.

The DWG program applies the indicator at 20 CFR 677.155(a)(1)(iv) as it is described in Appendix I to this guidance, with the operating parameters and methodology described there.

E. **Measurable Skill Gains**: The percentage of program participants who, during a program year, are in an education or training program that leads to a recognized postsecondary credential or employment and who are achieving measurable skill gains, defined as documented academic, technical, occupational, or other forms of progress, towards such a credential or employment.

The DWG program applies this indicator as it is described in Appendix I to this guidance, with the operating parameters and methodology described there.

F. **Effectiveness in Serving Employers**: The DWG program will utilize “retention with the same employer in the 2nd and 4th quarter after exit” to measure Effectiveness in Serving Employers. The DWG program applies this indicator as it is described in Appendix I to this guidance.

2. **Categories of Enrollment: Reportable Individual, Participant & Date of Program Exit**

A. **Reportable Individual**: The DWG program defines “reportable individual” in alignment with the WIOA title I Adult and Dislocated Worker programs definition. A DWG program reportable individual has taken action that demonstrates an intent to use program services and who meets specific reporting criteria of the program, including:
1) individuals who provide identifying information;
2) individuals who only use the self-service system; or
3) individuals who only receive information-only services or activities that does not require an assessment by a staff member of the individual’s skills, education, or career objectives.

Note that DWG reportable individuals may participate an intake process or receive an eligibility determination.

Reportable individuals do not count towards performance measure outcomes for the DWG program because only participants are included in the performance indicators. However, the Department requires inclusion of certain information about reportable individuals. DWG grantees must report reportable individuals consistent with Section 7 of this TEGL.

B. Participant: The DWG program defines “participant” in alignment with to the WIOA title I Adult and Dislocated Worker programs definition. Participants are counted toward the performance measure outcomes.

The DWG program is consistent with the definition of Participant as stated in Section 7 of this TEGL. A DWG program participant is a reportable individual who:

1) has received an employment or training service or disaster relief employment, funded in whole or in part with DWG funds, as authorized by WIOA section 170(b) and described in 20 CFR § 687.180(a) (for Employment Recovery DWGs) or 20 CFR § 687.180(b) (for Disaster Recovery DWGs); and
2) has satisfied all applicable programmatic requirements for the provision of services, including an eligibility determination.

For assistance in determining whether an individual is a reportable individual or a participant, see the chart in Appendix III, Table B, which lists types of services a DWG participant may receive. This table also identifies those services as basic career services, individualized career services, training, or Disaster Relief Employment, and states whether each type of service triggers inclusion in participation for the DWG program.

Specific criteria for both Employment Recovery and Disaster Recovery DWGs, as defined in CFR 687.100, include the following:

- For Employment Recovery DWGs, receipt of training services, individualized career services, and basic career services that are neither self-service nor information-only triggers inclusion as a participant.
- For Disaster Recovery DWGs, the services above or receipt of Disaster Relief Employment triggers inclusion as a participant.

The DWG program requires performance reporting on all participants in Disaster Relief Employment. For Disaster Recovery DWG grantees, ETA will measure outcomes based on participants who either (i) participated in career or training services or (ii) obtained Disaster Relief Employment in addition to participating in career or training services.
Participants that only receive Disaster Relief Employment will not be calculated in the grantee’s six primary performance indicators, unless they also participate in allowable career or training services. Such participants are not calculated because the nature of the services they received cannot be measured appropriately by the six primary indicators of performance.

C. Date of Program Exit Program-Specific Criteria for DWG: The DWG program defines Date of Program Exit in alignment with WIOA title I Adult and Dislocated Worker programs. The DWG program is consistent with the definition of period of participation as stated in Section 7 of this guidance. DWG grantees must align their exit policies with the state’s common exit policies.

The DWG program defines Date of Program Exit as:

- For DWG grantees included within a state’s Common Exit policy, the date of exit is determined after 90 days of no services have elapsed; either through the DWG or DOL-administered WIOA core or partner program, and no future, planned services are scheduled. The date of program exit is applied retroactively to the last date of service.
- DWG grantees not included within a state’s Common exit policy may determine date of exit as after 90 days of no services have elapsed through the DWG, and no future planned services are scheduled. The date of program exit is applied retroactively to the last date of service.

Because the date of exit is retroactive to the last date of service, follow-up services may begin immediately following placement into unsubsidized employment if it is expected that the participant will not receive any future services other than follow-up services. Provision of follow-up services does not extend the date of exit. For exit-based performance measures, the quarter for collecting follow-up data is determined by the quarter in which the date of exit occurs. For example, if the date of exit is between January 1st and March 31st, the first quarter after exit would be April 1st through June 30th.

Note the following PIRL data elements related to DWG program exit:

- **Date of Program Entry (900):** Grantees must enter the date in which the individual became a participant for any program service, in alignment with state co-enrollment and common exit strategies.

- **Date of Program Exit (901):** Grantees must enter the date of exit, in alignment with the state’s common exit strategy, as discussed in section D below.

The DWG program applies the criteria for tracking reportable individual activity consistent with WIOA title I Adult and Dislocated Worker programs found in Section 7 of this TEGL. As described in Section 7, the end of the period of reportable individual activity for reportable individuals from a DWG is determined as follows:
The individual does not become a DWG participant; and
- The individual is served under the DWG program through receipt of services that do not result in the individual becoming a participant; and
- The individual has had 90 days elapse since the most recent receipt of self-service, information-only services or activities, or reportable individual-level services under the DWG program (including, but not limited to, the service or activity resulting in the individual being identified as a reportable individual) with no future services scheduled.

After the 90-day period, a new reportable individual record should be created if the same individual returns. For reportable individuals, no data should be entered for Date of Program Entry or Date of Program Exit. These data elements pertain only to participant-level services.

D. **Common Exit:** As stated in Section 7 of this guidance, while the Department encourages states that implement common exit policies to include DOL-administered non-core programs as additionally within the scope of the state’s common exit policy, the Department also recognizes that the decision of whether to retain or develop a common exit policy is ultimately left to the states, as well as which (if any) DOL-administered non-core programs to include within the scope of the policy. This is subject to the requirements for common exit stated in section 7 of this TEGL. Grantees should be aware that co-enrollment without common exit may result in multiple exit dates, based on the individual programs’ service end dates. If the state includes the DWG program in its common exit policy, then DWG participants will not exit until the last date of service in all programs included in the policy.

3. **Self-Service and Information-Only Services and Activities**

The DWG program is aligned with WIOA title I Adult and Dislocated Worker programs. Consistent with Section 8 of this TEGL, individuals who receive only self-services or information-only services or activities are considered reportable individuals, not participants, in the DWG program. The DWG program adopts the definition of self-service and information-only services and activities as stated in Section 8 of this TEGL.

4. **Period of Participation**

The DWG program defines Period of Participation in alignment with WIOA title I Adult and DW programs. The DWG program is consistent with the definition of period of participation as stated in section 9 of this guidance.

**Reporting Unique Participants:** The DWG program will be reporting a count of unique participants in alignment with WIOA title I Adult and DW programs, as described in Section 9 of this guidance.
5. Workforce Integrated Performance System (WIPS) and How to Functionally Report

DWG program grantees should follow the instructions from Section 10 of this TEGL for the Workforce Integrated Performance System (WIPS). WIPS is the vehicle through which DWG grantees must submit individual records based on the PIRL. The Web-based reporting system is accessed using the following link https://dol.appiancloud.com/suite/. Access requires a username and password and, unless otherwise stated in program specific attachments, must be requested by email to WIOA.Feedback@DOL.gov. Detailed information regarding the site and its use are available on the WIPS Resource Page found here: https://doleta.gov/performance/wips/.

The PIRL contains over 400 data elements, but not every element is required for each individual program. A number of critical DWG-specific PIRL data elements are described below, in Part III of this attachment, “Unique Features of DWG”.


The Department issued TEGL 5-18 “WIOA Annual Statewide Performance Report Narrative” for WIOA title I and title III core programs. Information on DWGs awarded to states must be included in the Annual Report Narrative in accordance with the guidance.

7. Eligible Training Provider (ETP) Performance Reporting

DWG grantees are not responsible to report on ETPs. DWGs funds used for Individual Training Accounts (ITA) must follow the same requirements to utilize ETPs as the title I Adult and Dislocated Worker programs, as described in 20 CFR 680.300.

8. Pay-for-Performance Reporting

Pay-for-Performance reporting requirements do not apply to the DWG program at this time.

9. Quarterly Narrative Reports for Discretionary Programs

DWG grantees are required to use the Joint Quarterly Narrative Report Template (ETA-9179) for quarterly performance narrative reporting. This form was approved for use by the Office of Management and Budget under OMB control no. 1205-0448. DWG grantees submit the Quarterly Narrative Report (QNR) using the WIPS reporting system described above in section 5 of this attachment. In order to utilize the new QNR reporting feature within the WIPS system, each grantee must contact the WIPS Helpdesk at WIOA.Feedback@dol.gov and request QNR reporting permissions for the applicable DWG.

10. Use of Social Security Numbers and Direct Wage Match for Performance Reporting

In accordance with section 15 of this TEGL, DWG grantees must request participants’ Social Security numbers (SSNs). However, participants cannot be denied services if they choose to not disclose an SSN.
The requirements related to the use of SSNs for performance reporting differ depending on the DWG grantee’s type of entity. A list of the types of entities eligible to receive Employment Recovery DWGs and Disaster Recovery DWGs, may be found at 20 CFR 687.120. Below is a chart that explains how each kind of entity that receives a DWG is required to use SSNs and how to obtain the information needed to report on the exit-based performance indicators.

The exit based performance indicators are as follows. Each of these indicators requires information about a participant’s employment status to carry out the reporting.

1. Employment Rate – 2nd Quarter After Exit;
2. Employment Rate – 4th Quarter After Exit;
3. Median Earnings – 2nd Quarter After Exit;
4. Credential Attainment (to confirm employment status when the credential is Secondary School Diploma or Recognized Equivalent only); and
5. Effectiveness in Serving Employers – 2nd and 4th Quarter Retention with the Same Employer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Grantee</th>
<th>How to Obtain Information Needed to Report on Exit-Based Performance Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Consortium of States</td>
<td>Grantees that are states or a consortium of states are required to request participants’ SSNs, but these entities must not report SSNs to the Department. State grantees are able, consistent with state law, to access quarterly wage records to capture exit-based performance indicators (which all have an employment-related component) for participants that have exited the program. Therefore, state DWG grantees must follow the same requirements with respect to the collection and use of SSNs that apply to the title I core programs when reporting on DWGs performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Workforce Development Board (WDB) or Consortium of WDBs</td>
<td>Grantees that are local workforce development boards (WDBs) or a consortium of local WDBs are required to request participants’ SSNs, but these entities must not report SSNs to the Department. The chief elected official of a Local Area may enter into a data-sharing agreement that meets the requirements of 20 CFR 603.10 with the State’s Unemployment Insurance (UI) Agency to obtain the individual-level wage and employment information about participants’ earnings in the State needed to report on the exit-based indicators. Some State agencies responsible for WIOA performance reporting (referred to as the State WIOA Performance Agency) may be willing to assist the Local Areas in obtaining the information needed to report on the exit-based indicators. Some WIOA Performance Agencies may have a 20 CFR 603.10 compliant agreement that permits the WIOA Performance Agency to obtain UI wage records from the State agency that maintains those records (State UI Agency) to assist the Local Area DWG grantees in carrying out their</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
performance reporting. If the State WIOA Performance Agency has such an agreement, then it may use these UI wage records to help Local Area DWG grantees report on wage and employment outcomes. However, unless the WIOA Performance Agency’s data sharing agreement with the UI Agency permits it, the State WIOA Performance Agency may not share this individual-level information with the Local Area.

If one of these options will not work for the Local WDB or consortium of WDBs, they must use supplemental wage information, as described in Section 12 below, to report on exit-based performance indicators.

While the Department is unable at this time to facilitate wage record matches on behalf of these grantees, the Department anticipates that these entities will be included in future agreements concerning UI wage record matching. Once an agreement concerning UI wage record matching is in place, the Department will provide aggregate information based on wage match records on behalf of grantees in order to capture exit-based employment outcomes for the performance indicators listed in the previous section. The Department will calculate exit-based performance indicators on behalf of these grantees using the information included in each grantee’s WIPS quarterly participant-level data file submission.

Note that the grantee is responsible for tracking and reporting supplemental data, particularly for the Measurable Skill Gains and Credential Attainment (other than employment component of the Secondary School Diploma or Recognized Equivalent) performance indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outlying Areas</th>
<th>Grantees that are outlying areas:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) With DOL approved UI systems are required to request participants’ SSNs, but these entities must not report SSNs to the Department.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These grantees may enter into a 20 CFR 603.10 agreement with their state UI agency and receive wage records to report on exit-based performance indicators (which all have an employment-related component) for participants that have exited the program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These grantees may also use supplemental information as explained in section 12 below to report on the exit-based indicators.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) That do not have a DOL approved UI system may request participants’ SSNs. Currently, these entities must obtain the information needed to report on the exit-based indicators through supplemental information as described in section 12 below.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While the Department is unable at this time to facilitate wage record matches on behalf of these grantees, the Department anticipates that these entities will be included in future agreements concerning UI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
wage record matching. Until such agreements are established, these grantees may only use supplemental wage information to capture exit-based employment outcomes for the performance indicators. Once an agreement concerning UI wage record matching is in place, the Department will provide aggregate information based on wage match records on behalf of these grantees in order to capture exit-based employment outcomes for performance reporting.

The Department will calculate exit-based performance indicators on behalf of these grantees using the information included in each grantee’s WIPS quarterly participant-level data file submission.

Note that the grantee is responsible for tracking and reporting supplemental data, particularly for the Measurable Skill Gains and Credential Attainment (other than employment component of the Secondary School Diploma or Recognized Equivalent) performance indicators.

| Entities described in WIOA section 166(c) and Indian tribal governments | Grantees that are entities described in WIOA section 166(c) and Indian tribal governments as defined under 42 U.S.C. 5122(6) must request participants’ SSNs and report them to the Department. Currently, these grantees may only use supplemental wage information to capture exit-based employment outcomes for the performance indicators. While the Department is unable at this time to facilitate wage record matches on behalf of these grantees, the Department anticipates that these entities will be included in future agreements concerning UI wage record matching. Until such agreements are established, these grantees may only use supplemental wage information to capture exit-based employment outcomes for the performance indicators. Once an agreement concerning UI wage record matching is in place, the Department will provide aggregate information based on wage match records on behalf of grantees in order to capture exit-based employment outcomes for the performance indicators listed in the previous section in addition to the supplemental information reported by the grantees. The Department will calculate exit-based performance indicators on behalf of these grantees using the information included in each grantee’s WIPS quarterly participant-level data file submission. Note that the grantee is responsible for tracking and reporting supplemental data, particularly for the Measurable Skill Gains and Credential Attainment (other than employment component of the Secondary School Diploma or Recognized Equivalent) performance indicators. |
| Other eligible entities | For Employment Recovery DWGs, a Governor of an affected state or outlying area or the Secretary of Labor may determine that other entities not named in 20 CFR 687.120(a)(1-3) are eligible for these grants. These entities currently must use supplemental wage information, as described below, to |
While the Department is unable at this time to facilitate wage record matches on behalf of these grantees, the Department anticipates that these entities will be included in future agreements concerning UI wage record matching. Once an agreement concerning UI wage record matching is in place, the Department will provide aggregate information based on wage match records on behalf of grantees in order to capture exit-based employment outcomes for the performance indicators listed in the previous section.

The Department will calculate exit-based performance indicators on behalf of these grantees using the information included in each grantee’s WIPS quarterly participant-level data file submission.

Note that the grantee is responsible for tracking and reporting supplemental data, particularly for the Measurable Skill Gains and Credential Attainment (other than employment component of the Secondary School Diploma or Recognized Equivalent) performance indicators.

12. Supplemental Wage Information

As described in Section 16 and Appendix VI of this TEGL, DWG grantees may collect and document supplemental wage information to calculate the exit-based primary indicators of performance. Supplemental wage information is the only means for grantees to report exit-based performance indicators for those participants who do not provide SSNs. Additional details regarding circumstances for collecting supplemental wage information, and methods and procedures for doing so, is provided in Appendix VI of this TEGL.

III. Unique Features of DWG

1. Performance Goals

For grantees that are states or outlying areas, state performance goals for the title I Dislocated Worker program serve as a basis for each DWG’s performance goals. ETA negotiates with states to determine acceptable performance targets for the title I Dislocated Worker program, including use of statistical regression model adjusted targets (https://doleta.gov/performance/guidance/negotiating.cfm).

For other non-state grantee, the following applies:

- Grantees that are a local WDB utilize goals that the local WDB negotiated with the state for the title I Dislocated Worker program.

- Grantees that are entities described in WIOA section 166(c) Native American Program should use goals established for that program as a basis for DWG performance targets. Goals approved in the DWG application serve as final performance targets.
For all other eligible entities that are grantees, goals approved in the DWG application serve as final performance targets.

For all grantees, the goals described in this section will be used for DWGs unless applicants request additional considerations in setting performance targets for an individual grant.

2. **PIRL Reporting**

Grantees must submit an individual record file quarterly on all participants and exiters. All relevant data elements on the individual record layout must be completed. Those data elements relevant to the DWG program are indicated in the DOL-only PIRL by an “R” in the DWG column. While many of these elements are also required for other programs, the PIRL contains data elements that are specifically for individuals participating in a DWG.

Below is an explanation of certain PIRL data elements for DWG program participants.

A. **DWG Grant Number (2003):** In order to ensure that each DWG participant is appropriately recorded and tracked to a DWG project, the DWG grant number must be captured in PIRL data element 2003. Examples of DWG grant numbers are:

   - EM-25852-1460-A-9
   - DW-25852-1460-A-34

   The full grant number may contain 13 or 14 alpha-numeric characters. The required entry for PIRL data element 2003 is the *first seven* alphanumeric digits of the grant number (without dashes).

   Grant numbers are included in grant award materials, and found at this website by selecting the appropriate DWG project: [https://www.doleta.gov/DWGs/Grant-Awards/](https://www.doleta.gov/DWGs/Grant-Awards/).

   **Example 1:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Element No.</th>
<th>Data Element Name</th>
<th>Code Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>DWG Grant Number</td>
<td>EM25852</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. **Special Project ID (105, 106, 107):** Grantees must report accurately for an individual participant that may have participated in more than one DWG project.

   - In this unique circumstance, the grant number for the first DWG project is recorded in data element 2003, DWG Grant Number, as described in the previous section. The required entry for PIRL data element 2003 is the *first seven* alphanumeric digits of the DWG grant number.
The grant number for the second DWG project is recorded in data element 105, Special Project ID-1. The required entry for PIRL data element 105 is the **first seven** alphanumeric digits of the DWG grant number.

Note that PIRL data element 105 is only used to report a DWG grant number in the unique circumstance that an individual participates in more than one DWG project. Data element 105 may only be used for DWG when there is already a grant number entered in PIRL data element 2003.

In cases of supplemental funding awards to continue an existing DWG project, data element 105 should not be used.

**Example 2:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Element No.</th>
<th>Data Element Name</th>
<th>Code Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Special Project ID – 1</td>
<td>EM28097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special Project ID 106 may be used if participation in a third DWG needs to be recorded for an individual, and Special Project ID 107 to record participation in a fourth DWG for that individual.

**C. Received Services through a Disaster Recovery Dislocated Worker Grant (2004):**

Grantees must record what services are provided through a Disaster Recovery DWG in PIRL data element 2004 “Received Services Through a Disaster Recovery Dislocated Worker Grant.” Different code values must be entered depending on if an individual received one of three service options:

1) **Disaster Relief Employment Only.** Enter Code Value 1 if the if the participant received disaster relief employment only under a Disaster Recovery DWG, and received no other services.

2) **Disaster Relief Employment and Employment and Training Services.** Enter Code Value 2 if the participant received Disaster Relief Employment and received Employment and Training Services. More information on allowable services is found in 20 CFR 687.180.

3) **Employment and Training Services Only.** Enter Code Value 3 if a participant in a Disaster Recovery DWG received Employment and Training services only, and did not receive disaster relief employment under a Disaster Recovery DWG.

If the individual is not a participant in a Disaster Recovery DWG, and is in another type of DWG such as Employment Recovery DWG, enter Code Value 0.

**D. National Dislocated Worker Grant (932):** Grantees must complete data element 932 to track participants (code value 1) and reportable individuals (code value 2) in the DWG program.
E. **Date of First DWG Service (933):** Grantees must enter the date on which the DWG participant began receiving the first service funded by the DWG program. This data element captures the start of DWG-funded services.

F. **Date of Completion of DWG Services (2001):** Grantees must complete PIRL data element 2001. This data element captures completion of the DWG-funded services, and is important to ensure there is a way to measure how effective the DWG funds are.

G. **Employed at Completion of DWG Services (2002):** Grantees must complete PIRL data element 2002. This data element captures employment status at completion of the DWG-funded services, and is important to ensure there is a way to measure how effective the DWG funds are. In order to verify employment for this data element, DWG grantees may follow the supplemental data policies found in Appendix VI.

H. **Rapid Response (908):** DWG grantees complete data element 908 to indicate if the DWG participant also received rapid response services.

I. **Adult (903), Dislocated Worker (904):** In cases where a DWG participant is co-enrolled in the Adult or Dislocated Worker programs, DWG grantees must include such participants in the applicable program of co-enrollment (in addition to element PIRL data element 932).

J. **Incumbent Worker Training (907):** Incumbent Worker Training (IWT), PIRL element number 907 is generally not allowable for DWG, but may be made available for certain specified funding opportunities and is therefore marked as “R”. Grantees must respond “no” to PIRL data element 907 unless IWT is allowable for a specific funding opportunity.

K. **TAA Petition Number (915):** In cases where a DWG participant is co-enrolled in the TAA program, DWG grantees must record the TAA petition number of the certification which applies to the participants group (in addition to PIRL data element 932).

3. **Termination of ETA-9104 Report**

The requirements described in this attachment replace the previous performance reporting required prior to implementation of WIOA. The legacy “e-system” reporting on the ETA 9104 form ends after Program Year 2018.